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I.

Course Description:
This course will provide students with a sound understanding of the basic processes of geology. Topics
include the origin, composition and structure of the earth; internal processes and plate tectonics; weathering
and soil; and surface processes.

II.

Semc:;1cr Crcdit:;s:

III.

Contact I-lours per Week:

IV.

Prerequisite:

V.

4

3
Lecture

VI. Course contents:

Upon completion of this course, the student will be
able to petfmm the following with a minimum
accuracy of 65%:

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Give a concise definition of geology
Compare and contrast the principles of
unifonnitarianism and catastrophism and give
an example of each geologic change
List the Earth's major eons in order of age and the
three eras that comprise the most recent eons
Briefly outline the formation of the universe and
the solar system
Define cost-benefit analysis and risk assessment
and give examples of how these policies are
implemented
Explain the theories of continental drift and sea
floor spreading, including supporting evidences
for each theory
Explain the theory of plate tectonics, including
the major types of tectonic plate boundaries and
the general relative motion of each, and their
geologic implications; and describe a reasonable
models for a mechanism that causes movement of
tectonic plates

8.

Define a mineral by describing the properties that
distinguish minerals from other substances and
explain what is meant by "crystalline structure"
9. Identify and describe conditions which allow
minerals to grow well-formed crystals and
conditions that prevent their growth.
I 0. List and explain the physical properties of
minerals most useful for identification; state the
methods and techniques for identifying minerals
and identify some common minerals
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6
Total hours

SC119

Student Learning Outcome:

I.
2.

3
Lab

A. Study of Earth and Geology
1. The Science of Geology
2. Uniformitarianism and Catastropmsm
3. Geologic Time
4. Earth's Origin
5. Geologic Changes & the Environment

B. Plate Tectonics
1. Overview of Plate Tectonics
2. The Earth's layers
3. Plates and Plate Tectonics
4. Consequences of Moving plates
5. Mechanism of Moving Plates

C. Minerals
1. What is a Mineral
2. Chemical Composition of Minerals and
Variations in Composition
3. The Crystalline Nature of Minerals
4. Physical Properties of Minerals
5. Important Minerals
6. Mineral Classification
7. Silicate Minerals
8. The Rock-Forming Minerals
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11. Li ·t the rock-forming mineral groups, give an
example of each mineral group, and further
classify these minerals into silicate and non
silicate; explain why they are called "rock
forming"
12. Describe the term rock and explain the concept of
!he rock cycle by identifying the three basic types
of rocks, and the process by which each type is
formed
13. Compare and contrast the following: magma and
lava; intrusive and extrusive igneous rocks;
phaneritic and aphanitic texture
14. Compare and contrast the mineralogy, texture,
und oommon geologic occurrence of the different
types of igneous rocks: granite, rhyolitc, basalt,
gabbro, andesite, and peridotite
15. B1ieOy describe the phenomenon of partial
melting and relate it to composition of igneous
rocks
16. Compare and contrast the composition of granitic
magma and basaltic magma and briefly explain
the differences in behaviors of granitic magma
and basaltic magma after they form and as they
rise toward the Earth's surface
17. Define the term pluton; identify and briefly
describe the different pluton formations
batholith, stock, dike, dike swarm, sill
18. Describe the following types of geological
structures formed when lava cool solidify:
columnar joints, pillow lava; pyroclastic rock,
volcanic ash, cinders, volcanic bomb
19. Compare the following types of volcanoes in
terms to size, type of magma, style of activity,
and form and provide examples of each: basalt
plateau, shield volcano, cinder cone, composite
volcano, and caldera
20. Briefly explain how geologist predict volcanic
eruptions and strategies used to reduce risk of
volcanic disasters
21. Explain the processes of soil weathering, erosion,
transport, and deposition
22. Compare and contrast mechanical and chemical
weathering
23. Briefly describe five processes which cause
mechanical weathering: pressure-release
fracturing, frost wedging, abrasion, organic
activity, and thermal expansion and contraction
24. Briefly describe important processes of chemical
weathering: dissolution, hydrolysis, and
oxidation
25. Briefly describe the two processes which result
from combinations of mechanical and chemical
weathering -salt cracking and hydrolysis
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D. Igneous Rocks
I. Rocks and the Rock Cycle
2. lgneous Rocks
3. Classification oflgneous Rocks
4. Common Igneous Rocks
5. Partial Melting

E. Plutons and Volcanoes
I . Behavior of Magma
2. Plutons
3. Volcanic Rocks and Volcanoes
4. Violent Magmas
5. Predicting Volcanic Eruptions & Risk
Assessment

F.

Weathering and Soil
I . Weathering
2. Mechanical Weathering
3. Chemical Weathering
4. Soil
5. Soil Nutrients
6. Soil-Forming Factors

Text, Pre-req, SLO, CLO, Method of Inst, & 3-yr validity
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Form NC-2
TASK LISTING SHEET
:St'.120 Physical Geology
Course No. & Title

t'.redlts: ____3�-Lec

Lab

4l'S

Total lab hrs.

Identify each laboratory objective below and list its accompanying task. Use the numbers for objectives and letters
for tasks.
TASKS

TOTAL HOURS per
OBJECTIVE
3

1.

SLO #6 & 7 - Plate Tectonics Theory
a) Recognize and name the major lithospheric plate of the earth and determine
relative direction of motion for each major plate
b) Reconstruct local histories of sea floor spreading and continental drift.
c) Predict the effects of future plate movements.

2.

SLO #9-11 - Identify minerals by testing each specimen for the following
physical properties:
a) Hardness
b) Cleavage
C) :Streak
d) Luster
e) Color
f) Magnetism
g) Specific gravity

9

3.

SLO #14, 28, 34 & 35 - Identify rocks by performing the following:

6

a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
4.

Define the term rock

State the three classification of rocks,
Identify some common rocks in each classification
Briefly explain formation of each
Determine the major mineral composition of each rock.

SLO #11 - Identify rock-forming minerals by performing the following:

a)

Name the principal rock-forming minerals

3

b) Determine the bonding or consolidation mechanism of igneous rocks, as
contrasted with that of sedimentary rocks

5.

SLO #55, 56 - Interpreting Topographic Maps by completing the following:
a) Locate a point on topographic map and determine its elevation.
b) Visualize topography by variations in the pattern of contour lines.
c) Recognize changes in relative gradients and determine directions of stream
flow.
d) Calculate gradients between points.
e) Construct a topographic map from an array of elevations.

3

6.

SLO #51, 53, 54 -Construct Side-Profiles of Active and Passiv e Coastlines
from topographic maps and identifying submarine features
a) Construct topographic profiles and determine vertical exaggeration using
bathymetric data from active shoreline and passive shoreline
b) Recognize various types of ocean floor topography.
c) Name specific submarine topographic features.
d) Discuss the origin of submarine landforms.
e) Discuss the differences between the active and passive shoreline submarine

3
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features
7.

SLO #61-64- Identify a major riv er on a topographic map of the local area
and dellcribe the drainage char-ACtcrilltiCll of the rive r and evaluata thlll
factors which control drainage patterns and drainage density. Visit the
1iver to complete the following tasks:
a) Measure water velocity, turbidity, and salinity at the different sections
along the river including !he river moulh and two different locations up
stream lo compare water chemistry
b) Collect sediment from these locations to determine the type of sediment in
the river and observe sorting process as sediment flows downstream, and
determine origin and maturity of sediments.
c) Identify various erosional and depositional landforms related to the action
of flowing water in the river and flow of water
d)

e)

6

I;valuato tho do..,o\opmenta\ o\11ge of river =gmen\�

Observe the position of stream capture

8.

SLO #66,67 - Ground Water
a) Evaluate ground water potential
b) Identify the various point-source and non-point source pollutants to an
existing ground water that serves a local population or state
c) Exolain why it is important to protect ground water and measures that need
to take place to sustain local ground water resource

3

9.

SLO #69,70- Karst Topography and Wetlands
a) Observe and recognize karst topography around !he island and relate island
evolution to the formation of sinkholes and limestone caves
b) Visit a wetland and identify its unique properties and abilities to help
surrounding ecosystems

6

10. SLO #18,28-31,73 - Geological Structures (Volcanic Landforms &
Sedimentary Structures) in Palau
a) Recognize geologic :-itructurC!! and volcanic landform:-i around Pru11u und
explain their origin.
b) Recognize sedimentary stmctures around Palau and explain their origin
c) Determine whether coastlines are emergent or submergent and provide
evidence(s) to justify reasoning
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PALAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE

SC120 Physical Geology

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES

During the course experience, the course learning outcomes (CLOs) will be assessed through the use ofsignature
assignments. A rating scale will be used to determine the students' proficiency level ofeach CLO using specifically
aligned assignments. The nwnerical ratings of5, 4, 3, 2 and I are not intended to represent the traditional school
grading system of A. B. C. D and F. The descriptions associated with each ofthe nwnbers focus on the level of
student performance for each of the course learning outcomes listed below.
Rating Scale:

4 =Accomplished

3 =Compeumc

2 =Developtng

1 =Begtnntng

Course Leaming Outcome #1: Knowledge on the basic concepts of physical geology - Students demonstrate
competency
in the basic concepts ofphysical geology by providing concise explanations
and engaging in lively
.
.
ct·1scuss1ons about the way geo 1 ogy affiects our p.1anet and our r1ves m
. the tio11owmg
manner:
4
Complete the following tasks with 90% accuracy or better:
Summarize the formation ofthe Milky Way solar system, including Earth, its moon, its atmosphere,
and its ocean;
• Describe the unique characteristics ofminerals, classify and identify common minerals; discuss the
formation ofthe three types ofrocks and identify common examples ofeach;
Explain why earthquakes occur and how they are measured;
Discuss formations ofvolcanoes and mountains and relate such geologic structures to the theory of
plate tectonics;
Discuss the surface processes that shapes that shapes the Earth's surface including but not limited to
soil formation and erosion, mass wasting, hydrologic cycle;
Differentiate between an emergent and submergent coastlines and the different features ofeach;
Discuss the formation and importance of various geologic resources including fossil fuel, mineral
resources, and water;
Identify and briefly describe advantages and disadvantages ofsome alternative sources of energy
that can be used for the purpose ofsustaining nonrenewable geologic resources;
Relate geological activities such as plate tectonic movements, mountain building, and volcanic
eruptions to global climate change
3
Complete all of the above with an accuracy of70-89% or better
2
Completed all ofthe above with an accuracy of 65-69% or better
Complete all of the above with an accuracy ofless than 65%
1

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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